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It seems appropriate to begin with a clarification of the 
chronological period in question. The Hungarian Conquest 
period, a generally accepted label in Central European 
archaeological studies, has not gained currency in the English-
speaking world. In a strict historical sense, the period spans the 
arrival and settlement of the ancient Hungarian tribal alliance 
in the Carpathian Basin between 895 and 902. Such a brief 
period, however, can hardly be studied or interpreted 
archaeologically. The term ‘Hungarian Conquest period’ is 
therefore used to denote a 70 to 150 year time-span, in part 
owing to the above consideration, and in part to the nature of 
the archaeological evidence.2 In this paper, I shall focus on the 
Byzantine jewellery3 of this period, i.e. the 10th century. The 
first problem is the determination of what should be regarded 
as ‘Byzantine’ since it is sometimes difficult to distinguish 
between genuine Byzantine pieces and copies of Byzantine 
products made in the workshops of various fringe cultures. 
While the same difficulties are encountered in the Late Antique 
to Early Byzantine period as well, scholars studying 6th–7th 
century Byzantine jewellery and the archaeological heritage of 
the Avars settling in the Carpathian Basin are in a slightly 
better situation because, in addition to finely crafted pieces 
from the empire, there are also several series of more simple, 
mass-produced types.4 The 6th–7th century extent of the 
Byzantine empire too offers important clues because an 
ornament type known from North Africa, Syria, Asia Minor, 
and the Balkans can be more confidently identified as 
‘Byzantine’ than the 9th–11th century jewellery types known 
solely from the Balkans and the fringes of the empire. Adding 
to the uncertainties of identification is a peculiar feature of the 
9th–11th centuries, in contrast to Late Antiquity,5 in that there 
are few textiles, frescoes, icons or illuminated manuscripts 
where items of jewellery are illustrated. The few portrayals of 
jewellery are usually restricted to crescentic earrings, such as 
the ones on the two female figures appearing on the shroud of 
Bishop Günther,6 the pieces seen on the fresco portraying St 
Barbara in St Maria della Croce of Casaranello in southern 
Italy,7 and on the great silk hangings of Brixen and Auxerre.8

This is one of the main reasons that very few 9th–11th 
century Byzantine jewellery types appear in major studies and 
exhibition catalogues.9 Another can be sought in the 20th 
century history of central and south-eastern Europe, where 
historical studies were imbued with ethnocentrism, and 
historical and archaeological research often served to bolster 
national identities and national narratives. Allow me to 
illustrate the distorting influence of this ethnocentric view 
through a few examples. For many decades, the possibility that 
early medieval burials and their finds could be anything but 
Slavic was not even considered in the Slavic states of the 
Balkans. This axiom was made obvious by the very titles of the 
published articles, such as ‘New Finds from the Slavic 

Necropolis at Matičane near Priština’10 or ‘Report on the Old 
Slavic Findspots in Macedonia’.11 At the same time, southern 
Slavic research was fully aware of the fact that many of the 
jewellery types labelled Slavic could be derived from Byzantine 
prototypes. Those medieval wall paintings that survived the 
stormy centuries of Balkan history, most of which portray 
members of the aristocracy, show ladies wearing finely crafted 
Byzantine earrings. Suffice it here to mention the late type of 
crescentic earrings worn by the Lady Desislava on a fresco of 
the Bojana Monastery.12 It is not mere chance that I spoke of an 
‘awareness’ of Byzantine prototypes: scholars of early medieval 
Balkan archaeology constructed a rather peculiar model of 
interpretation, according to which they discussed Slavic 
jewellery and their Byzantine models without presenting the 
actual Byzantine prototypes.13 This can in part be explained by 
the then rather poor extent to which excavation reports were 
published, making the search for good parallels from the 
heartland of the Byzantine Empire fairly difficult. It must also 
be borne in mind that scholars of the period accepted the 
traditional view that exceptionally well-crafted pieces should 
be interpreted as genuine Byzantine products, while simpler 
bronze variants were their local copies. This approach 
contributed to the identification of simpler Byzantine jewellery 
types worn as part of everyday costume, whose overwhelming 
majority was brought to light in the Balkans and the 
Carpathian Basin, as Slavic products. In other words, simple, 
trinket-type Byzantine jewellery was, in this sense, 
appropriated by Slavic research and defined as a Slavic ethnic 
marker. 

It seems instructive to briefly discuss the weakness of this 
approach. While there is no apparent rationale for not 
identifying the jewellery items recovered from Slavic burials as 
‘Slavic’, one of the main problems in this respect is that very 
little is known about the region’s ethnic make-up during the 
period in question. (To which we may add that the same holds 
true for several other regions too.)14 Slavic research holds that 
the collapse of the Byzantine limes in the Lower Danube region 
in the late 6th and early 7th centuries and the settlement of 
various Slavic groups in the Balkans meant that the regions 
over which Byzantium lost her former control automatically 
and immediately became Slavic, and thus the possible presence 
of other groups in these regions was not even considered, even 
though the descendants of the Late Antique population 
obviously remained in their homeland in most places.15 Due to 
the lack of reliable research in this field, very little is known 
about the rate of admixture between the newly arriving Slavic 
groups and the Late Antique population, or its extent by the 
9th–10th centuries in various Balkan regions. The lack of 
cremation burials in the Balkans, regarded as a distinctively 
‘Slavic’ element, is very striking (one of the most typically 
Slavic Balkan cemeteries is known from Olympia in Greece,16                                            
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and another, later, burial ground has been excavated at     
Kašić17); at the same time, the 9th–11th century cemeteries 
across the Balkans interpreted as Slavic share numerous 
similarities with the inhumation burials characterised by 
‘reduzierte Beigabensitte’ typical of the descendants of the Late 
Antique population from the 5th century onwards in other 
regions. The exclusive interpretation of the post-7th century 
material as Slavic in the Slavic states of the northern Balkans, 
designed to integrate the archaeological material into the 
national past, is problematic because this approach not only 
obscures the colourful tapestry of the period, but also creates a 
virtually insurmountable obstacle to the better understanding 
of the broader cultural context. The issue of how the jewellery 
labelled ‘Slavic’ relates to simple Byzantine jewellery has never 
been explored;18 instead, the problem has been written off by 
speaking of the local bronze copies of Byzantine adornments in 
gold and silver, which in effect obscures the obvious fact that 
the greater part of the Byzantine Empire’s population was 
made up of poor people, who wore simple bronze jewellery as 
part of their everyday costume.19 

The excavations in Corinth begun in the 1890s, yielding the 
cast variants of 9th–11th century north Balkan jewellery types, 
brought an important caveat regarding the weaknesses of this 
approach.20 It became painfully clear that the search for the 
everyday variants of Byzantine jewellery did not call for the 
discovery of hitherto unknown prototypes of so-called Slavic 
jewellery because they could be found among the ‘Slavic’ 
jewellery from south-east Europe and the Carpathian Basin. 
Admittedly, the publication of the finds and findings of the 
excavations in Corinth in the 1950s was an exception, rather 
than the rule. This is still one of the main obstacles faced by 
current research. The publication of 9th–11th century burials 
and settlements lying in the heartland of Byzantium lags far 
behind that of the sites in the Carpathian Basin and the 
Balkans.21 It is therefore hardly surprising that archaeologists 
working in the Balkan states sought analogies to their finds 
where they had the best chances of finding them, namely in 
Central Europe – and the Carpathian Basin in particular – 
where systematic archaeological exploration had begun in the 
last third of the 19th century. By the late 19th century, 
Hungarian archaeologists had classified the enormous 
quantities of artefacts recovered from burials and cemeteries, 
and had distinguished two archaeological cultures or, better 
put, two archaeological horizons for the period in question: 
one typified by what were regarded as ‘typical ancient 
Hungarian graves’ characterised by weapons, costume 
accessories of precious metal, and horse burials, the other by 
humble commoners’ burials, erroneously labelled the Bjelo 
Brdo culture.22 The interpretative framework constructed at 
the time had a lasting impact on the research of the Conquest 
period. 

A lively debate emerged on the ethnic background of the 
Bjelo Brdo culture at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, 
with most of the period’s leading scholars agreeing that the 
culture represented the archaeological heritage of the Slavs.23 
This interpretation was rooted in the widespread romanticising 
and ethnocentric thought of the 19th century. Even the best 
minds in Hungarian archaeology were unable to conceptualise 
the humble grave goods of the Bjelo Brdo culture as the 
archaeological heritage of the ancient Hungarians. As Ferenc 

Pulszky24 declared in 1891, ‘the ancient Hungarians were 
conquerors and not craftsmen, and thus their jewellery was 
made by their servants and prisoners-of-wars, and the local 
population found here, in a period when art was on the 
decline.’25 This line of thought excluded even the possibility 
that the commoners of the Conquest period could ever be 
identified. In order to better understand the background to the 
ethnic interpretation of the Bjelo Brdo culture, we must reach 
back to the works of Sophus Müller, a Danish archaeologist, 
who had argued for the Slavic origins of S-terminalled lock-
rings, one of the most common finds of the Bjelo Brdo culture.26 
His arguments for regarding this jewellery item as an ethnic 
marker of the Slavs were accepted by most European scholars 
at the time. József Hampel’s monumental synthesis on the 
archaeology of the Conquest period,27 a variant of which was 
also published also in German,28 blended Pulszky’s national 
romanticism and Müller’s ethnocentric views. He attributed 
the Reihengräberfelder of the Bjelo Brdo culture to the Slavs of 
the Carpathian Basin. The identification of the S-terminalled 
lock-rings with the Slavs coincided with the basic 
interpretational framework of emerging Slavic archaeology: in 
an article appearing in 1894, Professor Lubor Niederle of 
Prague, regarded as the founding father of Slavic 
archaeology,29 too argued that these lock-rings should be seen 
as ethnic markers of the Slavs.30 Niederle’s views were widely 
accepted among the archaeologists and historians of the Slavic-
speaking lands.31

Another frequent approach, even in the Balkans, was the 
analysis of archaeological assemblages from the perspective of 
modern nation-states, involving the projection of the modern 
state’s territory and the much-desired homogeneous nation 
back into the past, leading to the interpretation of the 
archaeological material as the heritage of an early nation-
state.32 This approach disregarded the well-known multi-
ethnicity of eastern and south-eastern Europe, and the shifting 
boundaries of early medieval state formations. Since one of the 
priorities of archaeological research was the identification of 
the ancestors of modern peoples, archaeologists were reluctant 
to distinguish Byzantine elements. It therefore came as a 
genuine shock when the excavations on Late Antique sites, such 
as Corinth, brought to light artefact types, which had 
previously been categorised as Slavic or Avar.33 The ongoing 
debate over the Avar or ‘barbarian’ belt buckles between the 
1930s and the 1950s is very instructive in this respect.34 We 
should at this point recall that in her book published in 1952, 
Gladys Davidson listed many analogous finds to the trapezoidal 
Byzantine belt buckles, noting that she had received 
information on some of the unpublished pieces quoted by her 
from Professor Gyula László back in 1937 – the implication 
being that the buckles in question could be found both in the 
Carpathian Basin and in Istanbul, Samos, and Laurion.35 
Davidson thus explored all possible options in her search for 
parallels in order to identify Byzantine types since the material 
culture of Byzantine daily life represented by these minor 
objects was virtually unknown. 

A few years later, the interpretation of these buckles 
appeared to be resolved. Two articles published simultaneously 
in 1955, one by Dezső Csallány,36 the other by Joachim Werner,37 
both came to the conclusion, albeit through a slightly differing 
approach, that these articles were Byzantine products. The two 
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approaches applied by these two scholars are suitable for 
describing the two analytical procedures by which the 
Byzantine nature of most Byzantine finds has been 
determined: the first, through the publication of the finds from 
the empire’s heartland; the second, through the comparative 
analysis of artefacts with a wide distribution in regions on the 
empire’s fringes.38 Still, neither approach resulted in 
immediately turning the research of Byzantine material 
culture onto the right track. Half a decade later, Werner again 
opted for an ethnic approach and defined certain brooch types 
as Slavic.39 The untenability of his views was noted by Dimitrios 
Pallas,40 and later research too confirmed that these artefacts 
could hardly be regarded as ethnic markers and that some of 
the brooches in question can be regarded as Byzantine 
products.41

Slavic archaeological research remained virtually 
unaffected by these new findings. The 1940s were marked by a 
particularisation of research, rather than by the broadening of 
the interpretative framework. Large-scale excavations were 
begun at Staré Mešto in Moravia,42 bringing to light an 
assemblage of finds speaking of a strong cultural impact from a 
broadly interpreted Byzantine Kulturkreis. While 
acknowledging the undeniably Byzantine traits,43 local 
scholars persistently emphasised the Great Moravian, i.e. 
Slavic nature of the finds.44 Similar tendencies could be noted 
in Yugoslavian research. The first typologies and typo-
chronological syntheses were conceived in the tradition of the 
Slavic ethnocentric perspective. Suffice it here to quote but a 
single eloquent example. The Bjelo Brdo type jewellery (Pl. 1) 
in the Serbian title of Mirjana Ćorović-Ljubinković’s study 
became Slavic jewellery in the French summary.45 Countless 
similar examples can be cited. Lurking in the background again 
were the general political events of the period: in the later 
1940s, the Soviet Union adopted and proclaimed Niederle’s 
Slavic archaeology as the official research policy, which was 
expected to be followed in the satellite countries too.46 The 
jewellery items, which were earlier described as ornaments 
found in Slavic graves, produced in workshops under 
Byzantine influence, were now axiomatically categorised as 
jewellery reflecting Byzantine influence and therefore Slavic 
pieces. The fact that the Hungarian Béla Szőke had 
convincingly demonstrated the Hungarian components and 
poly-ethnic nature of the Bjelo Brdo culture in 1962 had little 
effect.47 Even the more open-minded Slavic scholars continued 
to regard the culture as a predominantly Slavic phenomenon, 

while their more biased colleagues simply dismissed Szőke’s 
findings and conclusions as some ‘great Hungarian dream’.48 
Interestingly enough, from this perspective Szőke’s study had 
little impact on Hungarian archaeological research since, even 
after the 1960s, early medieval archaeological research was 
dominated by a research perspective focusing almost 
exclusively on eastern European finds and assemblages,49 
without any apparent interest in the south-eastern European 
elements of the commoners’ culture. The few scholars studying 
these artefacts generally opted for the Slavic interpretation.50 

The breakthrough in this respect came in the 1990s, when 
Károly Mesterházy devoted two lengthy studies to two major 
groups of finds with south-east European connections,51 
namely trapezoidal buckles and certain jewellery types, such 
as various types of earrings with four large and several smaller 
globular pendants, lock-rings, bracelets decorated with small 
loops of wire, crescentic earrings, and filigree decorated finger-
rings (Pls 2–3).52 The title of his study is very telling: 
‘Byzantine and Balkan finds from 10th–11th century Hungarian 
burials’. Mesterházy was apparently reluctant to determine 
which pieces could be regarded as genuine Byzantine products 
and which as local, Balkan copies. A careful reading of his 
study reveals the dilemma he was grappling with. Discussing a 
variant of cast crescentic earrings, he noted that ‘it is merely a 
question of time until variants made from precious metal are 
found in the more southerly regions of the Balkans’.53 
Elsewhere, he remarked that ‘the Byzantine origins of this type 
can hardly be rejected on the grounds that similar pieces have 
not been found in Byzantium’.54 Seeing that the bulk of the 
south-eastern European earrings known from the Carpathian 
Basin are represented by silver pieces and their cast bronze 
copies, Mesterházy interpreted them as Balkan imports, 
although he did suggest that some types were ‘either imports 
among both the local and the Hungarian population, or pieces 
worn by the immigrant Slavic population’.55 It would appear 
that Mesterházy was unable to entirely break free of the Slav-
centred interpretation of these artefacts. A few years later, he 
devoted a lengthy study to the 10th–11th century trade network 
of the Carpathian Basin, based in part on south-east European 
find types, affirming again that the pieces in this category 
should be regarded as imports, and specifically as the imports 
of Balkan goods inspired by Byzantine products.56 He 
supported this view by demonstrating that many pieces from 
the Carpathian Basin often share closer similarities with their 
counterparts from the Balkans than with each other.57

A look at the finds from the Carpathian Basin from the 
perspective of the Balkans might contribute new hues to the 
overall picture painted by earlier research. In addition to 
searching for Balkan and Anatolian analogies to the finds, the 
identification of find types which lack a parallel might be 
useful too. Valeri Grigorov’s excellent study on 7th–11th 
century metal jewellery from Bulgaria provides a good starting 
point for this exercise.58 A closer look at his distribution maps 
indicates that there are hardly any 10th–11th century jewellery 
types which do not have their counterparts among the find 
assemblages from the Carpathian Basin. Even though 
Grigorov’s data for the Carpathian Basin are rather patchy,59 it 
is quite obvious that the various jewellery types have smaller 
concentrations in the Carpathian Basin than in the Balkans. 
Disregarding the various wire ornaments in the later 10th and 

Plate1 Jewellery of the so-called Bjelo Brdo type
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11th century find assemblages from the commoners’ 
cemeteries, the remaining jewellery articles are predominantly 
types which have strong affinities with south-east Europe.60 
Knowing that an archaeological culture is not an entity per se, 
but a scholarly construct, its boundaries shift according to 
which artefacts or burial customs are – more or less justifiably 
or, conversely, arbitrarily – defined as its principal attributes 
and which are regarded as marginal phenomena. Current 
Hungarian research tends to relegate pieces with Byzantine 
and/or Balkan connections to the category of irrelevant 
attributes.61 Viewed from the Balkans, the Carpathian Basin is 
the northernmost extension of the south-east European 
cultural koiné, even if the finds from that region are mixed 
with types rare in the Balkans, which in a certain sense 
dominate the region’s material culture.62 The relative frequency 
of finds with south-east European affinities is especially 
striking if compared to the distribution of the typical artefacts 
of the neighbouring regions in the Carpathian Basin. The finds 
of the so-called Hacksilberfunde horizon63 and of the Köttlach 
culture,64 as well as the majority of the commodities obtained 
during the ancient Hungarians’ military campaigns,65 occur far 
less frequently in the material from the Carpathian Basin than 
certain Balkan finger-ring types (Pl. 4).66 It is my belief that 
these south-east European find types should not be regarded as 

alien elements in the archaeological heritage of the Conquest 
period. In order to place these finds into their proper context, 
the issue of to what extent these finds can be regarded as 
culturally Byzantine must be examined.

Two striking points emerge clearly from a closer look at the 
artefacts traditionally regarded as Byzantine products: very 
few finely crafted items of precious metal with Mediterranean 
affinities are known from the Carpathian Basin, even though 
these are the types which are principally regarded as genuine 
Byzantine wares. At the same time, there are several Byzantine 
jewellery types of which not one single piece has come to light 
in this region.

Altogether 13 crescentic earrings, a jewellery type 
traditionally identified as a Byzantine product, are known 
from eight sites in the Carpathian Basin to date (Pl. 5).67 The 
first pair of these earrings to be found played an important role 
in determining the type as a Byzantine import:68 the pair from 
Grave 1 at Kecel was made from gold and thus fitted the 
simplified criteria distilled from the axiom which equated good 
quality pieces with genuine Byzantine products. The silver 
bracelets from Tiszaeszlár (Pl. 6)69 and Szarvas (Pl. 7)70 were 
identified as Byzantine goods on the same grounds. Both are 
hinged bracelets: the birds on the piece from Tiszaeszlár and 
the griffins on the one from Szarvas are alien to the decorative 

Plate 2 Byzantine and Balkanic finds 
from 10th–11th century Hungarian 
burials according to K. Mesterházy’s 
classification
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Plate 4 Byzantine-type finger-ring 
with widening bezel from Grave 255 
at Ibrány-Esbóhalom

Plate 3 Byzantine and Balkanic finds from 10th–11th century Hungarian burials according to K. Mesterházy’s 
classification

Plate 5 Silver  earring of the crescent type Plate 6 Byzantine-type hinged bracelet from Grave 12, Cemetery II at 
Tiszaeszlár–Bashalom
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motifs of the Conquest period. Curiously enough, no attempt 
was made to search for similar pieces from the Mediterranean, 
even though an overview of this type would have proved most 
instructive, seeing that comparable pieces from Byzantium, 
whence they originated, are generally dated to the 11th–12th 
centuries71 – the pieces from Hungary thus furnish evidence 
that the type had already appeared in the 10th century. At the 
same time, the silver and predominantly bronze trinkets found 
in addition to the finely crafted pieces could not be fitted into 
the concept equating good quality jewellery articles with 
Byzantine products. Neither should it be forgotten that the 
treatment of Byzantine types as Slavic, discussed above, 
remained unchallenged for a long time. The shortcomings and 
the pitfalls of both viewpoints are apparent if the cemeteries 
containing the burials of the Byzantine population are 
examined. The grave goods from the oft-analysed burial 
ground at Kastro Tigani72 included pieces made from the most 
common non-precious metal types, indicating that jewellery 
crafted from precious and non-precious metals were both 
commonly used in Byzantium,73 and that their possession 
depended mostly on an individual’s wealth. The examination 
of the jewellery types from larger Byzantine cemeteries proved 
this point even more forcefully. The 233 burials of the Azoros 
cemetery in southern Thessaly yielded a rich assortment of 
Middle Byzantine jewellery.74 The finds included earring, 
finger-ring, and bracelet types known from the northern 
Balkans and the Carpathian Basin. Similarly, somewhat 
simpler jewellery types are known from the Greek mainland 
and the Greek islands too.75 While it may be argued that these 
were not Byzantine, but Balkan products, there has been a 
steady increase in comparable finds from the empire’s 
Anatolian regions as shown by the few publications in this 
field. The finds include finger-rings with a shield-shaped 
bezel,76 hinged bracelets of sheet metal,77 twisted wire 
bracelets,78 and earrings decorated with wire loops.79 There is 
no apparent reason to doubt that most of the comparable pieces 
from the Carpathian Basin were indeed simple jewellery 
articles used also in Byzantium. 

The issue of smaller workshops supplying a particular area 
or region cannot be side-stepped, even though very little is 
actually known about these workshops. While it is quite 
obvious that some jewellery items represent the local variant of 
a particular type, it is also clear that the basic form was 
distributed over a fairly extensive area. What is uncertain is 
whether a particular variant can be equated with the activity of 
a workshop. To take but one example: finger-rings with a 
widening bezel decorated with a heraldically posed eagle, or a 
bird holding a leafy branch in its beak shown in profile, are 
known from both the Balkans and Anatolia.80 The few 
published Anatolian pieces also include types, such as the ones 
bearing a human head, which are virtually lacking from the 

Balkans.81 The activity of local workshops is reflected even 
more spectacularly by the presence of more variable types, 
especially in cases when social circumstances were conducive 
to the growth of workshop centres.82 

There are a few jewellery types, especially among the most 
lavish assemblages, which have not yet been found in the 
Carpathian Basin. These include earrings and finger-rings 
decorated with cloisonné enamel, whose absence from this 
region is all the more striking because pieces from the 10th 
century are known from the Balkans: suffice it here to mention 
the crescentic earrings of the Preslav Treasure.83 The dating of 
the finger-ring type from the Kastro Tigani cemetery to the 
Middle Byzantine period seems somewhat controversial 
because earlier publications assigned the entire burial ground 
to the 6th–7th century.84 It might be more reasonable to 
conclude that the cemetery has a Middle Byzantine phase.85 An 
earring from one of the burials is an 8th–11th century type,86 
while the finger-ring can most definitely be assigned to the 
Middle Byzantine period. David Buckton has convincingly 
argued that cloisonné enamel was not used before the 9th 
century in Byzantium.87 The bird depiction on the finger-ring is 
best paralleled by finds from the 9th and 10th centuries, such 
as a bracelet from Thessalonica,88 the necklace and earrings of 
the Preslav Treasure,89 and a pair of earrings in the British 
Museum.90 The finger-ring from the Šestovici cemetery in the 
Ukraine (Pl. 8), the counterpart of the piece from Kastro 
Tigani, can likewise be dated to the 10th–11th century.91 While 
it might be argued that jewellery articles decorated with 
cloisonné enamel did not reach the Carpathian Basin owing to 
their cost, we admittedly know very little about the original 
value of these pieces. A grave assemblage from Naupaktos must 
be cited in this respect. One burial in the partially excavated 
and published cemetery yielded a broken crescentic earring 
decorated with cloisonné enamel, suggesting that earrings of 
this type were in some cases part of everyday costume. There is 
nothing to indicate that the graves of the Naupaktos cemetery 

Plate 7 Byzantine-type 
hinged bracelet from Szarvas

Plate 8 Byzantine finger-ring from Šestovci
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uncovered to date contained the burials of high-ranking, 
wealthy individuals.92

Basket earrings (Pl. 9) represent another jewellery type 
lacking from the archaeological record of the Carpathian 
Basin. In contrast to earlier views,93 which dated the use of the 
type to the 6th–12th centuries,94 we may now rightly assume 
that it represents a Middle Byzantine type.95 It would appear 
that the 10th–11th century earrings of this type were mostly 
distributed in the empire’s Anatolian region. To the best of my 
knowledge, none are currently known from the Balkans. One 
possible explanation for their absence from the Carpathian 
Basin is that this earring type was solely distributed in the 
eastern Mediterranean, but not in the Balkans. The same 
cannot be said of the glass bracelets appearing in the 10th–11th 
centuries,96 which were popular in both the Balkans97 and 
Anatolia,98 while no more than a few pieces are known from the 
Carpathian Basin.99 In sum, we may say that while exquisitely 
crafted Byzantine pieces do appear in the archaeological 
record, as shown by the earring from Dunapentele (Pl. 10),100 
as do less elaborate jewellery items for daily wear,101 the 
distribution of 11th century types is much scantier than that of 
10th century types.

Two major tasks must be resolved in order to gain a better 
understanding of Byzantine jewellery of the 9th–11th 
centuries. Firstly, there is a need for the publication of the find 
assemblages and their contexts from excavations conducted in 
the heartland of the Byzantine empire, because without this 
corpus of data, it is virtually impossible to distinguish genuine 
Byzantine pieces from their local copies.102 Secondly, it is 
necessary to deconstruct existing interpretations of the 
period’s so-called southern Slavic jewellery and to discard the 
former narrative on the ethnic interpretation of archaeological 
finds.103

The latter seems to be the easier of the two since in this age 
of post-modernism, the intellectual climate favours the 
construction of meta-histories and the rejection of former 
archaeological and historical narratives. Still, the separation of 
genuine Byzantine articles and their copies from the Balkans 
and the Carpathian Basin will remain problematic even if 
earlier assemblages and newly excavated ones are published 
according to modern standards. The precise cultural 

attribution of the various types, subtypes, and variants 
distinguished through a meticulous classification and 
typological study of the finds will remain a problematic issue. 
The construction of categories, types and typological 
sequences is obviously an attempt to bring some order into the 
world around us. However, this approach is just one of the 
many techniques for studying the past. The creation of well-
defined clusters, while undeniably useful, is not the single 
means of understanding the peoples of the past, whose world 
was much more open in some respects, and considerably more 
closed in others than we are apt to conceptualise today. We 
must make every effort not to become ensnared by our 
analytical approaches. Ancient peoples hardly thought in the 
categories we employ today and a more fruitful approach in 
this respect is to try to understand them on their own terms. 

Obviously, I am not against the modern analytical 
procedures used by our discipline. I merely wish to draw 
attention to the fact that when speaking of Byzantine jewellery 
and Byzantine cultural impacts, we tend to think in different 
categories than the people who actually wore these ornaments 
as part of their costume. This is quite natural since we can 
hardly place ourselves in the life and mindset of peoples who 
lived a thousand years ago. However, if our aim is to 
contextualise our observations concerning a particular artefact 
type – and this is, after all, one of our goals in cultivating 
archaeology – we can hardly ignore the people who used them. 
In other words, the main problem as I see it, is that many of the 
artefacts we label Byzantine goods were hardly regarded as 
such by their contemporary users living several hundreds of 
kilometres away from Byzantium. This label had no political or 
cultural relevance for them. Depending on the actual situation, 
an artefact of this type represented a prestige item from a 
distant land (or a curious, alien artefact), a copy of the prestige 
items used by the élite of a smaller or larger community, or, 
conversely, the routine use of an item used by most people 
around them. This primarily depended on the extent to which 
what we call Byzantine cultural impacts (whether genuine 
pieces or copies) actually affected a particular community. The 
contextual interpretation of the given artefact type in the 
recipient cultural environment obviously depended on the 
profoundness of the impact: the wider the distribution of an 
artefact type and the more it was copied, the more it tells us 
about the recipient culture, while the more traditional it 

Plate 9 Byzantine gold earring of basket type, Athens, Benaki Museum Plate 10 Byzantine-type earring from Dunapentelei
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remained, the more it adhered to the original model, the more 
it reveals about the donor culture.

The bottom line of the above survey is that the lack of 
certain artefact types seems to be most striking. The almost 
complete absence of elaborately crafted, outstanding 
Byzantine jewellery pieces suggests that the acculturation 
undergone by the ancient Hungarians after their settlement in 
the Carpathian Basin – whose archaeological imprints have 
been discussed here – was a profound process. It would appear 
that instead of the superficial adoption or imitation of luxury 
items for prestige purposes, this was a process affecting 
everyday life in this culture. To employ a slightly bold parallel: 
in the same way as Byzantium politically exploited and 
culturally moulded into her own likeness the states of the 
region which Dimitry Obolensky succinctly termed the 
Byzantine Commonwealth,103 there emerged a commonwealth 
of material culture which to a smaller or greater extent 
reflected Byzantium, whose members exploited this cultural 
heritage on their own terms. The ethnocentric, nationalistic 
political narratives of the 19th and 20th centuries transformed 
this commonwealth into a Moravian, Serbian or Hungarian 
narrative. One major task of 21st century research will be to 
identify the shared elements and the cultural dynamics of this 
commonwealth in order to better understand its nature and 
how it actually functioned.
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